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Introduction

Urban transportation is the rnovement of persons,
goods, and services into, within and out of the
urban ärea. Àny system that provides adequate
mobility for the compact concentrations of persons
and goods within a relatively small area wilJ-
necessarily be extremeLy complex. Urban mobility
to a large extent depends upon the effective
uti.l-ization of urban streets and freeways.

There are nany events, however, that result in
operational problems that adversel,y affect nobility
and thus reguire our attention in order to preserve
mobility. These operational proble¡ns are
manifested in the forn of recurrent and
nonrecurrent traffic congestion, and congestion due
to special events.

Recurrent Problems

Recurrent probfems occur routinely during
peak-periods when traffic demand exceeds capacity,
even for relatively short time periods.
Peak-period congestion occurs daily and is quite
predictabfe in both effect and duration. This
probl-em has received considerabl.e attention during
the past 20 years, leading to the developrnent of
freeway ramp control systems that have proved their
effectiveness in reducing recurrent peak-period
congestion. Freeway corridor control- systems under
development are expected to further improve
conditions.

Nonrecurrent Problems

Nonrecurrent problems are caused by randon,
unpredictable incidents such as traffic accidents,
temporary freeway blockages, maintenance
operations, overweight trucks, etc. Environmental
problems such as rain, ice, snow, fog, etc., night
also fal1 into this category.

Àccidents or other lane-blocking incidents on a

freeway significantly reduce capacity. Freeh'ay
incidents occur randomly, are unpredictable, and
result in congestion.

Although maintenance activities are planned by the
operating agency, they are unexpected by the
driver, and therefore the effects of maintenance
Iane closures can be as severe as accidents. sone
maintènance activities require conplete closurè of
a freeh'ay section.

Overlreight-truck accidents at underpasses noh only
damage the structures but also result in congested
freeways, when rnaintenance on the danaged
structures requires closure of freeway Lanes.

l{hen a major incident causes a bottleneck,
significant freeway congestion results even though
unused capacity rnay exist on paral]-el routes within
the freer,¡ay corridor. Not all- incidents result in
significant delay; however, each creates queueing
on the freev¡ay, which can be a serious traffic
hazard to unínformed motorists and nay even lead to
accidents.

Adverse weather conditions reduce capacity as well
as create safety hazards. Occasionalfy, conditions

may warrant partial" or total closure of highway
faciLities. Major storns often require the
movement of large nu¡nbers of people within
relatively short time periods.

Special Events

special events (e.9., ballgames, parades, etc.)
often generate large volunes of traffic that are
somewhat predictable in nature. cenerall-y,
congesti.on occurs on certain freeway segments at or
near the generator. In many cases, alternate
routes are available but are unused because drivers
either are unaware of them or have no knowJ-edge of
the severity of congestion on their primary route
to the special- event.

Although the effects of many special events can be
predicted by traffic planners fron historica.L data
and are expected by drivers who regularly attend
the event, the congestion that develops is
unexpected by drivers traveling to other
destinations. Irregular event dates and variable
starting tines contribute to the driverrs inabiliÈy
to predict traffic conditions.

operational studies (I, 2) have shown that managing
traffic during special events wilL result in
extremel-y high payoffs in terns of reduced
congestion and delay.

There are other types of special events that occur
infrequently but have a profound inpact on our
transportation facilities. The Olympics or a
worldrs fair are examples. Traffic control
planning for these events is much nore conplex
because no local- historical- data relative to these
events are avaifable to hel-p the agencj.es involved
with planning and traffic control.

Frequency and CharacterisÈics of Freeway Incidents

Information on the frequency and characteristics of
freeway incidents is documented in numerous reports
(3-9). Studies of a 6-mile section of the culf
Freeway in Houston (ADT = 120,000) revealed that
approximately 13 lane-blocking incidents occurred
per week between 6 a.m. and 7 p.m. (9). On the
average, at least one najor incident occurred per
r.¡eek from 6:00 to 8:30 a.m. on the inbound lanes of
the freehray. Approximately 80 percent of the
incidents reduced the directiona.L capacity of the
freevray by at least 50 percent. High raÈes of
freeway incidents also have been reported by other
authors.

The effects of a l-ane-blocking incident are
significant. Goolsby (4) reported a one-Iane
blockage on a three-fane section of freeway reduced
the capacity by 50 percent, al-though the physical
reduction in usable lanes was onl-y 33 percent.
(Tab1e 1). An accident that blocks tþ¡o of three
lanes (67 percent) reduces the capacíty by 79
percent. The capacity reduction caused by a
stalled car was found to be as great as that due to
a l-ane-blocking accident.

The tine of day an incídent occurs is also
important. For exanple' an incident occurring at
the beginning of the peak period will cause more
del-ay than one occurring at the end of a peak
period. Figure 1 shows the periods of the day a
typical- síx-lane (3 lanes inbound) urban freeway is
susceptible to congestion due to an incident.

Another factor that influences the amount of
congestion and delay that develops is the duration
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of the incirient. The longer the duratlon, the rnore
severe are the resulting congestíon and delay for a
given 1evel of rlemanrl.

The consequences of incidents are congestion, delay
shock waves in the traffic stream that lead to
induced accidents, and other adverse effects. The
following hypothetical incident on the inbound Gulf
Freeway illrrstrates some of the relationships
involved. It is assumed in Figure 2 that a stalled
vehicle requiring police assístance occurs on a
lane of the inbound Gulf Freeway at 7 a.m., the
beginning of the peak period. The total delay that
results is the area between the normal traffic
demand curve and the capacity curve. i./hen the
stal1 occurs, the slope of the capaclty curve
drops, reflecting a reduction Ín freeway capacity
from approxlmately 5,600 to 2,880 vph. The slope
of tlìe capacíty curve returns to normal r¡hen the
disabled vehicle is renoved 18.3 min. later (the
average du¡ation for a stalled vehicle oû the Gulf
Freeway). This hypothetical incident nould tesult
in 800 vehícle-hours of delay and an average delay
per vehicle of approximately B min.

These results show that the frequency and duration
of incldents occurring on a freeway are primary
factors in deternining the operating conditions of
the freeway. The nore frequently incidents occur,
the more frequently congestÍon will tesult. The
longer the duration of the incident is, the nore
1ike1y severe delay ís to occur.

Accidents and stalled-vehicle incidents that
require police assistance oftentimes block traffic
for considerable time periods. Sturlies conducÈed
by TTI (4) indicate that an average accident
requlríng pollce assistance takes 19 mln. from the
moment the accirlent occurs until it is removed from
the freeway. An adrlitional 25 min., on the
average, is requlred to complete the accldent
ínvestigation. IFígure 3 shows the duration of
incidents observed on the Gulf Freevray. ln earlier
studies,l Lynch and Keese (9) observed that an
avelage of 45 min. was requTred to remove damaged
vehicles from the freeway vhen emergency vehicles
liere requírecl.

Roadwork

Our highways require continuous rnaÍntenaoce in
order to provide acceptable 1eve1s of service to
the motoring public. Maintenance occasionally
requir:es the closíng of one ot more lanes of the
prlnary facilíty for long periods of time. Thus,
while normal capacity on an urban freeway r¡ould be
expected to be betl¡een 1,800-2,000 vphp1, roadwork
reduces it to 1,200-1,500 vphpl dependlng on rhe
type of closure (10).

Solution Approach

'hfhen an incÍdent occurs on the freeway, the
vehicles must be removed as quickly as possible,
freeway demand nust be intercepted before it
reaches the reduced capacity caused by the
incident, and the demand nust be redirected to
areas of avaÍ1ab1e capacity in the freeway
corrldor. Addlt1ona1ly, from a safety standpoint,
drivers approaching the queue area should be ¡.¡arned
of the slov¡ trafflc.

Incident nanagement 1) consists of the method to
detect the incident, 2) offers a means by whi.ch the
scope and needs are identified, and 3) provldes the
approp.iate response to minimlze the adverse

effects of the incident. Corridor surveillance,
control, and inforrcation ís required to accomplish
these objectives.

The surveillance function is required to 1) detect
and evaluate the nature of the operating
characteristics, 2) detect any unusual conditions,
and 3) deÈer¡rine the appropriate operational
control strategy. The control function provides
the Tesponse in terms of incident removal, motorist
aid, and adjustnent to the traffic controllets
located aÈ freeway ranps and Íntelsections along
alternate rouËes that wÍ1l acconmodate the
short-term changes in trafflc patterns. Driver
infor¡oatíon systems perform a critical role in the
successful operation of real-time freeway traffic
contTol systems. They provide infornatíon that
will enable drivers to select and follow the best
âlternatlve course of action, from rerouting
through the corridor to divertiûg to another rnajor
fací1 i ty,

Incident Detection

Vehicular incidents can be detecled through

1. Electronic surveillance
2. Closed-circuit television
3. Aerial surveillance
4. Emergency call boxes
5. Emergency telephones
6. Cooperative motorÍst aid systems
7. CB radio, and
8. Patrol vehicles (police, mechanical service,

maintenance.

Advantages and disadvantages of each method are
discussed by Everall (11) and will not be
elabo¡ated on here. Iî-is apparent that sone
methods provide better detection capabilities;
others a1low more detailed analysis of the scope
and the required assistance. CosL-effectiveness
analysis pursuant to the objectÍves of any proposed
systen rrould be necessary to determine the best
approach or combínation of approaches.

Incident Response

Response time. How quickly do v¡e need to respond
to an accident? The ansr¡er lies in the
relationship between lequired response time and
systeû designs. The speed of response is dictated
1n part by the objectLves of the system. If the
system is designed to r,¡arn approaching motorists of
stopped vehicles on the freeway, then the response
time must be short.

Response tine includes the time required to detect
the incident; it also includes dispatching
assistance and removLng the involved vehicles.
Response time is dictated by the requirements of
the systen and coûsequently will affect the cost.
A system ob-'iectíve to temove all incidents from
freeways during the peak period r¡ithin 10 min.
after they occur ¡¡il1 cost more than a system
permitting a 20-min. response time. The
relationship between response tlme and cost for
alternative designs nust be determined.

Type of Response. Incidents may be serviced by
police and hlghway patrol vehicles, tow trucks, or
state-operated nainteûance vans. Normally, rnore
than one departnent of an agency or nore than one
ageocy is ínvolved. Successful incident nanagenent
camrot be accompllshed in ísolation. It requlres
the fu11 cooperatlon of several govetnnent groups.
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IncÍdent response also involves balancing traffic 7. Kuprijanow,4., Rosenzweig, S., and i,Jalskov, M.

demands to the available reduced câpacity due to A. I'fotorisÈs'Needs and Services on Interstate
the incident. Approaches to demanrl balancing Híghways. NCHRP Report 64, 7969.
include entrance ramp controls and motorÍst
ínformation, Real-tine motolíst infor¡nation B. Shufflebarger, C. L., and Bergsman, S. I'J.

dlsplays, which give rnotorists on-the-spot accurate Shoulder Usage on an Urban Freeçay. John C,
and timely lnformation, play an importent role in Lodge Freeway Traffic Surveillance and Control
achievi.ng effective urban traffic management (12). Research Report, SÈudy 417, January 1962.

Advance Plannin 9. Lynch, F. L., and I'reese, C. J. Restoríng
Freevay 0peration After Traffic Accidents.
Texas TransportaÈion Institute, Bulletin 28.Advance planning for handling traffic when

energency lane closures or freeway closures occur,
when emergency environmental conditions dictate, or 10. Dudek, C. T-., and Richards, S. H. Traffic
when special events occur is essential to the
orderly movement of traffic, Adequate advance
plannlng minimízes incident effects on highvay
trâ.Efic, and reduces the normal congestion that
develops because of these incidents.

Sum¡lary

The scope of the problens relative to lncidents,
roadv¡ork and special evenrs has been briefly
discussed. The fo11or,¡ing are a few challenges
that, if considered, help ensure Lraffic managenent
systens are implemented and opelated \,iith
effectiveness.

time and cosÈ?
3. What are the total benefits of freeway

patrols, call boxes, closed-circuit
television, etc. and hol¡ do l¡e evaluate

s tandpo int ?

4. l,lhat 1eve1 of reliability can be expected
from the varlous alternatives, and what

Research Board 682, 1978.

2. Dabney, J. C., and Dudek, C. L. Driver

Record 349, I97I.

5. Goolsby, M. E., and McCasland, W. R.

Capacity Through Urban Freeway llork Zones in
Texas, Transportation Research Record 869,
1"982.

11. Everall, P. F. Urban Surveillance ancl Control:
The State of the Art. U.S. Department of
Transportation, Federal Highlay Administration,
November 1972.

12, Changeable Message Sígns. NCHRP Synthesis of
Highway Practice 61. Jr:Iy 1979.

FILM3 TRAFFIC MANÀGEMENT FOR FREEI./AY INCIDENTS

solutlons ln Èraffic management a new fiftn produced
by the Federal Highrvay Adninistration qTas shown.
This 17-minute fí1m pronotes the rapid removal of
freer+ay incidents, and describês lor^rel-cost

management, safety, and control at incident sites.

I^/hi1e freev¡ays account for only 2 percent of the

arises. Traffic management approaches are
illustrated for both simple and complex incidents.
The f1lm incorporates footage from Chicago,

State, city, antl 1oca1 traffic engineers.

INCÏDENT DETECTION AND RESPONSE

operating agencles. Such Íncídents vary in
severlty and nature, and occur on a random basis at
any tine and any p1ace. Lane-blocking aecidents

l. Ilhat are the optíma1 system configuratíons S. C. Tignor, Fe<leral Highway Administration
for Íncident detection and response?

2. Lfhat are the trade-offs betlreen response As a further introduction to both the problem and

these on a common basis so that alternatives solutions that highway, police, fire, and other
can be considered from a cost-effectiveness 1oca1 agencies can use to improve traffÍc

maintenance probl-ems and costs are involved? total miles of hlghways, they carry about 26
5. Ho¡,¡ can government agencies and others percent of the total travel. In urban areas,

establish priorities, p1an, and coordÍnate freeway incidents are hlghly vísible dísruptions,
activíties for effective incident management? and they typically account for one-ha1f of all

freeway congestion.
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